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● Varying Class 
Sizes












Department Enthusiasm Implemented True OERs
Free (For Mines 
Students) 
Willing To Share 
With World
Physics Very No Yes No
Math Very No Yes Yes
Geological Very Yes Yes Yes
EPICS Somewhat No None No
Environmental 
Engineering None No No No
Humanities, Arts, 
Social Sciences Very No No No
Computer Science Very No Yes Yes
Trefny Center Very Yes Yes Yes
What we 
found out
▪ Some departments have more reservations than others
- Discipline traditions / industry tie
- “If it’s not broken, don’t fix it” 
- Low return of investment (time and resource) 
- Uncertain about workload 
▪ Instructors have other incentives like benefits for their children
▪  Reputation and outreach




● If you were to take a 
class that required 
additional reading 
outside of class, which 





● On average, how much 
do you spend on 





● If learning materials and 
textbooks had no cost, do 
you believe that you 




● Find faculty champions in every department
● Find out how much each major pays for 
textbooks
● Plan presentations for fall
● Start to put together an executable plan
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Summer
Future Goals ● Raise awareness among students
○ Survey to inform and gain support
○ Info session to educate
○ More creative means...
● Pizza with the President
● Committee with more faculty and students























Feel free to reach out to us and thank you for listening to our presentation!
sarena0nguyen@gmail.com
erickgomez@mymail.mines.edu
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Courtesy of 
Erick Gomez
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